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Chapter 1

ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

Terms of Reference

1. The United Nations Regional Cartographic

Conference for Africa, held in Nairobi, Kenya, from

1 -12 July 1963, was convened by the Secretary

General of the United Nations in pursuance of re

solution 816 (XXXI) adopted by the Economic and

Social Council on 27 April 1961. The Government

of Kenya made the physical arrangements and pro

vided the meeting facilities.

Background and Objectives of the Conference

2. The Council's resolution was based on (a) the

usefulness of the United Nations Regional Carto

graphic Conference for Asia and the Far East,1

(b) the consultations of -the Executive Secretary of

the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) with

the Governments of States, members and associate

members of the Economic Commission for Africa,

on the matter2 and (c) the debate of the Commission

at its third session.3 While the main objective and

general organization of this Conference conform to

those of the previous regional conferences,4 the actual

arrangements for the participation of Governments

followed the pattern of the meetings of the commis

sion to meet regional requirements.

Attendance

3. The following is the list5 of representatives of

Governments of member and associate member States
of the Economic Commission for Africa, observers

from other Governments and observers from special

ized agencies and other international organizations.

1 ECOSOC resolution 761 B (XXIX)

2 E/CN.14/78 and Add. 1 - 5.

3E/CN.14/109, para. 233

4 Three such conferences have already been held for Asia

and the Far East, respectively in Mussoorie, India, in 1955,
in Tokyo, Japan* in 1958 and in Bangkok, Thailand, in 1961.

3 In order to facilitate the exchange of correspondence,
the titles and names of the services have been reproduced
in this list in the language in which they were communicated
to the secretariat by the participants.

A. Members and Associate Members of the

Economic Commission for Africa

Chad

Representative:

Mr. Remi Pommeraud

Directeur de l'Annexe de l'lnstitut geographique

national francais pour PAfrique centrale

Congo (Leopoldville)

Representatives:

Mr. Antoine Yowalola

Directeur general de Tlnstitut geographique du

Congo

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Augustin Kengebele

Directeur, Departement de la photocartographie

Institut geographique du Congo

Dahomey

Representative :

Mr. Rene" Agnamey

Directeur du Service topographique du Dahomey

Ethiopia

Representatives :

Mr. Mekbib Mammo

Technical Director, Imperial Ethiopian Mapping
and Geography Institute

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Angaw Duguma

Technician, Imperial Ethiopian Mapping and

Geography Institute

Mr. Hailu Wolde-Emmanuel

Geographer, Imperial Ethiopian Mapping and

Geography Institute

Observer:

Mr. Aialou Wolde-Michael

Lecturer in Geography, Haile Selassie I
University

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

Representative:

Mr. George Hilary Hingston Quiggdn

Surveyor-General of Northern Rhodesia



France

Representative :

Mr. L. Delienne

Inspecteur general des Services geographiques

d'outre-mer

InstLtut geographique national

Alternate representatives:

Mr. F. Bonnet-Dupeyron

Directeur de Recherches, Office de la recherche

scientifique et technique outre-mer

(ORSTOM)

Mr. J. Combroux

Chef du Service cartographique de I'ORSTOM

Mr. J. O. Grandjouan

Consedller culturel

Gabon

Representative:

Mr. G. de Masson d'Autume

Directeur de 1'Annexe de l'Institut geographique

national francais a Brazzaville

Ghana

Representatives:

Mr. Rowland Justus Simpson

Chief Survey Officer, Ghana Survey Department

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Paul Opare-Addo

Deputy Chief Survey Officer, Ghana Survey

Department

Observer;

Mr. Arjan Dev

Officer, Ghana Survey Department

Ivory Coast

Representative:

Mr. Maurice Gilles

Directeur de l'Institut geographiqtue de la C&te

dlvoire

Kenya

Representatives :

Mr. Douglas Ernest Warren

Director of Surveys

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. John Loxton

Assistant Director of Surveys

Dr. Norman James Guest

Commissioner of Mines and Geology

Dr. William Thomas Wdlson Morgan

Head, Department of Geography

Royal College

Mr. Herbert Sinclair Williams

Head, Department of Surveying

Royal College

Mr. Adam GoodfeHow Dalgleish
Superintendent of Surveys

Kenya (continued)

Representatives (continued)

Mr. John Frederick Hounslow
Superintending Engineer, Roads Branch

Ministry of Works and Communications

Mr. William Stanley Longdin

Staff Surveyor, Hydraulic Branch

Ministry of Works and Communications

Mr. John Dudley Bald

Staff Surveyor, Ministry of Tourism, Forests and

Wild Life

Alternate representatives:

Mr. F.E. Charnley

Superintendent of Surveys

Mr. Anthony Paul Atkinson

Land Surveyor, Survey of Kenya

Mr. Herbert Gordon Bartlett

Map Production Officer, Survey of Kenya

Mr. James Majengo

Survey Assistant, Survey of Kenya

Mr. Mohammed Akhtar Bhatti

Cartographeir, Survey of Kenya

Liberia

Representative:

Mr. J. Lawrence Sawyerr

Chief, Liberian Cartographic Service

Madagascar

Representative :

Mr. Pierre Traizet

Directeur du Service geographique

Adviser :

Mr. Jean Rebeherifara

Ge"odesien, Service geographique

Mali

Representative :

Mr. Sanogo Bamory

Directeur, Institut national de topographie

Morocco

Representative:

Mr. Abdelmejid Hakam

Chef du Service geographique

Niger

Representative:

Mr. Gourment

Directeur de l'Annexe de l'Institut geographique

national francais a Dakar

Nigeria

Representative :

Mr. R. Oluwole Coker

Acting Director of Federal Surveys

II
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Senegal

Representative :

Mr. Mousse Daby Diagne

Chef du Service topographique du Senegal

Sierra Leone

Representatives :

Mr. Thomas William Skuse

Director of Surveys and Lands

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Lionel Clausdius Milton Cole

Cartographical Superintendent

Sudan

Representatives :

Mr. Mohamed El Bagir Khalifa

Assistant Director of Survey Department

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Mohamed Abu El Futuh

Senior Officer, Cartographic Survey,

Survey Department

Mr. Mekki Hassan Abbo

Vice-Consul in Kampala

Tanganyika

Representatives:

Mr. W. L. Dickson

Assistant Commissioner for Surveys

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Obed Andrew

Cartographer, Survey Department

Tunisia

Representatives :

Mr. Selim Ben Ghachame

Chef du Service topographique

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Mohamed Bechir Haddad

Chef du Cercle de la photogrammetrie

Secretariat d'Etat aux travaux publics et k

l'habitat

Uganda

Representative:

Mr. Samuel Labeca Okec

Assistant Director, Lands and Surveys Depart

ment

Adviser:

Mr. Bruce Bownass Whittaker

Commisioner of Lands and Surveys

Observer:

Mr. Norman Kottler

Chief Mine's Engineer and Surveyor

United Arab Republic

Representatives:

Mr. Mohammed Hosny El Bayoumi

Assistant Director General of the Survey Depart

ment

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Mr. Mohamed Fikry Abdel Halim

Chief, Cartographic Division

Survey Department

Dr. Atallah Megali Wassef

Chief Inspector and Research Associate

Survey Department

United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland

Representatives :

Mr. George James Humphries

Deputy Director, Directorate of Overseas Surveys

(Chairman of the Delegation)

Lt. Col. Alec William Pritchard

Directorate of Military Survey

Upper Volta

Representative :

Mr. Etienoe Tarrade

Ingendeur en Chef, ge'ographe

B. Observers for Governments, not Members of the

Economic Commission for Africa

Belgium

Gen6ral Major Edmond Mazy

Directeur general de 1'Istitut geographique

militaire de Belgique

Mr. Robert Verlaine

Ingenieur-geographe, Institut geographique

militaire de Belgique

Canada

Mr. Arthur C. Tuttle

Chief Topographical Engineer, Department of

Mines and Technical Survey

Non-governmental organizations :

Mr. Thomas Evan Rowlands

Canadian Aero-Survey Service

Mr. Cyril H. Smith

Canadian Aero-Survey Service

Mr. H.H. Williams

Canadian Aero-Survey Service

Dr. J. M. Zarzycki

Canadian Aero-Survey Service



Germany (Federal Republic of)

Dr. Herbert Knorr

Director of the Institute for Applied Geodesy

Dr. Georg F. Sped

Vice-Consul in Nairobi

Non-governmental organizations:

Mr. H.M. Holz

Mr. G. W. Jordan

Zeiss Aerotopograph

Dr. Ing. Gerhard Lindig

Aero Exploration

Mr. Bernhard Send

Zeiss Aerotopograph

Mr. Gerhard Winkelmann

Hansa-Luftbild

Israel

Mr. Joseph Elster

Director of Surveys

Italy

Mr. Giuseppe Inghilleri

Professor, Centro di Addestramento e Studi

Fotogrammetrici of the Polytechnic of Milan

Mr. Marcello Mininni

Consul General in Nairobi

Non-governmental organizations :

Mr. Ezio Viti

EIRA

Netherlands

Mr. A.J. van der Weele

Co-director of the International Training Centre

for Aerial Survey

Non-governmental organizations :

Mr. J. Bos

KLM

Sweden

Mr. Lars Arvid Ahstrand

Managing Director, Swedish National Map and

Printing Organization

Mr. Nils Olof Lofstrom

Chief Surveyor

Switzerland

Mr. Herman Grob

Consul in Nairobi

Mr. D. Kennedy

Consulting Engineer, Wild Heerbrugg S.A.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Mr. Alexandra Nikiforovich Baranov

Head, Principal Directorate of Cartography

Mr. Anani Nikiforovich Krivoroutchko

First Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (continued)

Mr. Victor Ivanovich Koulikov

Second Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Oleg Anatolyevich Krokhalev

Attache, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

United States of America

Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo

Director, Coast and Geodetic Survey

Dr. G. Etzel Pearcy

The Geographer, Department of State

Col. George W. Humbrecht

Colonel, U.S. Air Force

Mr. Clarence G. Johnson

Deputy Chief, Flight Information Division

Federal Aviation Agency

Mr. Meredith F. Burrill

Director, Office of Geography

Department of Interior

Mr. William S. Davis

Cartographer

Mr. Philip Rahall

Assistant Director of Operations, USAF Aero

Chart and Information Center

Mr. Winston Sibert

Assistant Chief Cartographer, Mapping Branch

Mr. Rupert B. Southard Jr.

Chief, Office of International Activities

Topographic Division

US Geological Survey

Mr. Elvyn Arthur Stoneman

Geographic Attache", Department of State

Captain Lawrence W. Swanson

Assistant Director for Physical Sciences

Coast and Geodetic Survey

Mr. Albert W. Ward

Cartographer, Department of State

C. United Nations Specialized Agencies

International Civil Aviation Organization

Mr. Pieter C. Timmer

United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization

Mr. M. Batisse

Chief, Division of Natural Resources

World Meteorological Organization

Mr. Basil William Thompson

World Health Organization

Dr. A. J. W. Spitz

WHO Representative in Nairobi
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D. Inter-Governmental Organizations

International Hydrographic Bureau

Vice-Admiral Alberto dos Santos Franco

Director

Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa

Mr. Akerbury Couston Evans

Scientific Secretary

Mr. Pierre Traizet

Chairman, Inter-African Committee for Maps

and Surveys

E. International Non-Governmental Scientific

Organizations

Association of African Geological Surveys

Miss Frances Delany

F. United Nations Secretariat

1. Headquarters

Mr. Horatio Ureta

Chief, Cartographic Section

Resources and Transport Economics Branch

Department of Economic and Social Affairs

2. Economic Commission for Africa

Dr. Te Lou Tohang

Regional Cartographic Adviser in Africa

(Executive Secretary)

Mr. Victor Abraham Jibidar

Associate Economic Affairs Officer

Industry, Transport and Natural Resources

Division

(Secretary)

Mr. Max C. de Henseler

Cartographic Unit

Industry, Transport and Natural Resources

Division

(Assistant to the Executive Secretary)

Official addresses1

4. Dr. Te Lou Tchang, Executive Secretary of

the Conference, opened the Conference on behalf of
the Secretary-General of the United Nations and read

an address from Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.

The Honourable Dr. J.G. Kiano, Minister for Com
merce and Industry of Kenya, delivered the inaugural

address.

Adoption of the rules of procedure

5. The Conference adopted the provisional rules

of procedure (E/CN.14/CART/3 and E/CN.14/

CART/3/Corr.l) prepared by the United Nations

Secretariat, as the rules of procedure for the Con

ference.2

Officers of the conference

6. The Conference elected the following officers:

President: Mr. Douglas Ernest Warren (Kenya)

Vice-Presidents: Mr. Selim Ben Ghachame (Tunisia)

Mr. Rowland Justus Simpson (Ghana)

Rapporteur: Mr. Mousse" Daby Diagne (Senegal)

Agenda

7. The Conference had before it the provisional

agenda (E/CN.14/CART/1) prepared by the United

Nations secretariat on the basis of proposals sub

mitted by the Governments of member and associate

member States of the Economic Commission for

Africa and specialized agencies.3

8. The final agenda as adopted by the Conference

is reproduced below.

1. Adoption of the rules of procedure

2. Election of officers

3. Report on credentials

4. Adoption of the agenda

5. Organization of work

6. Review of cartographic activities in Africa

7. Development of cartographic services

8. Training of personnel

9. Technical assistance

10. Organization of international co-operation

11. Regional projects

12. International maps

13. Technical questions on basic mapping

(a) Geodetic surveying

(b) Aerial photography, photogrammetry and
topographical mapping

(c) Cadastral survey

(d) Hydrographic surveying

14. Technical questions on special mapping

(a) Photo-interpretation and topical mapping
(b) Atlases

(c) Other special mapping

15. Preparation and reproduction of maps and
other questions related to map compilation;
geographical names, etc.

16. Report of the Conference

1 The text of these addresses mil be found in United

Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa,

Vol. 2, - Proceedings of the Conference and Technical

papers (E/CONF.43/106, in preparation).

2 United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for
Africa, Vol. 2, - Proceedings of the Conference and Tech
nical papers (E/CONF.43/106, in preparation),

3 Convening of a United Nations Regional Cartographic
Conference for Africa: Report of the Secretary-General
(E/3465 and Add. 1).
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Establishment of technical committees

9. The Conference established four main com

mittees to deal with the technical items of the

agenda. The allocation of these items is given below:

Committee I

Geodesy and hydrography Items 13 (a) and 13 (d)

Committee II

Photogrammetry Items 13 (b) and 13 (c)

Committee III

Special mapping Item 14

Committee IV

Preparation and reproduc

tion of maps Item 15

Officers of the technical committees

10. The following list contains the officers elected

by the four technical Committees:

Committee I

President: Mr. R. Oluwole Coker (Nigeria)

Vice-President: Mr. Pierre Traizet (Madagascar)

Rapporteur: Mr. J. Lawrence Sawyerr (Liberia)

Committee II

President: Dr. Atallah Megali Wassef (UAR)

Vice-President: Mr. Rene Agnamey (Dahomey)

Rapporteur: Mr. Thomas William Skuse (Sierra

Leone)

Committee III

President: Mr. F. Bonnet-Dupeyron (France)

Vice-President: Mr. W.L. Dickson (Tanganyika)

Rapporteur: Mr. Mohamed El Bagir Khalifa

(Sudan)

Committee IV

President: Mr. Samuel Labeca Okec (Uganda)

Vice-President: Mr. Mohamed Fikry Abdel Halim

(UAR)

Rapporteur: Mr. Etienne Tarrade (Upper Volta)

Credentials

11. The President of the Conference reported that

the Credentials Committee, composed of the President

and the two Vice-Presidents, had examined the

credentials submitted by the delegations and found

them in order.

Votes of thanks

12. The Conference adopted two resolutions ex

pressing its appreciation to the Government of Kenya

and the Economic Commission for Africa.1

Closing session

13. Mr. Warren, Chairman of the Delegation of

Kenya and President of the Conference, expressed

his appreciation for the co-operation extended to

him by all delegates and observers and by the United

Nations Secretariat. This co-operation had contribut

ed to the successful conclusion of the work of the
Conference.

1 Chapter II, resolutions 21 and 22, page 11.



Chapter II

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE

14. The deliberations of the Conference on general

matters are formulated in the resolutions of the

Conference and the discussions on technical ques

tions, as well as conclusions reached, are outlined in

the reports of the four technical committees. The

full texts of the resolutions are reproduced in this

chapter and the reports of the technical committees

are given in annexes I to IV. Technical papers sub

mitted to the Conference will appear in volume 2

of the publication on the Conference. Annex V con

tains a list of documents distributed at the Confer

ence, including reports on activities, background

papers and technical papers submitted by participat

ing Governments and international organizations for

consideration or information in connexion with the

various items of the agenda.

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION

1. Second United Nations Regional

Cartographic Conference for Africa

The Conference,

Recommends that in any future conference, tech

nical papers be circulated to all delegates so as to

reach them at least one month before the opening

of the conference, and that during the conference

papers concerned solely with the administration and

business of the conference should be circulated.

2. Sub-regional meetings

The Conference,

Realizing the necessity for regular consultations

and the constant review of progress made in the

planning and organization of cartographic services

in Africa,

Realizing further the problems involved in or

ganizing frequent regional cartographic conferences

in Africa,

Recommends that the Economic Commission

for Africa should assist in the organization of sub-

regional conferences.

Considering the usefulness and importance of

regional cartographic conferences for Africa,

Noting that it is in the interest of African coun

tries to meet periodically to assess the progress made

and devise together appropriate measures concerning

their future action,

1. Recommends that the Economic Commission

for Africa convene a second United Nations regional

cartographic conference for Africa not later than

1966;

2. Recommends the insertion in the provisional

agenda of an item worded as follows: "Report of

the organizations concerned on progress made in

fields covered by resolutions or recommendations at
the last Conference";

B

Noting further that in the present Conference
technical papers submitted by delegates and ob

servers were not available until the Conference had

assembled, that some papers were even published
during the second week of the Conference, and that
delegates had insufficient time to study these papers,

3. Relationship between the

economic commission for africa and the

commission for technical co-operation in africa

The Conference,

Considering the resolution on item IV "Areas

of Co-operation, the Future of the CCTA" adopted

on 25 May 1963 by the Summit Conference of

Independent African States, held at Addis Ababa,

which decided "to maintain CCTA and to reconsider

its role in order to bring it eventually within th©
scope of the organization of African States which
will have, as one of its arms, an organ for technical,
scientific and cultural co-operation",

Considering moreover that the CCTA Inter-
African Committee on Surveys and Maps has render
ed and is continuing to render valuable services to
numerous African countries as regards cartographic
co-operation,

Noting that the Executive Secretary of the Eco
nomic Commission for Africa and the Secretaries-

— 7



General of the Commission for Technical Co-opera

tion in Africa and of the African and Malagasy Or

ganization for Economic Co-operation have met to

discuss the co-ordination of their activities,

Recommends that the Cartographic Unit of the

Economic Commission for Africa and the CCTA

Inter-African Committee on Surveys and Maps con

tinue to consult with each other on questions relating

to cartography so as to co-ordinate their own acti

vities and thus increase their efficacy while avoiding

overlapping in this sector.

4. Question of organization of an

ECA Cartographic Committee

The Conference,

Having studied resolution 600 (XXI) of the

Economic and Social Council concerning the question

of the establishment of cartographic committees by

the regional economic commissions,

Noting that:

(a) The Conference has adopted resolutions re

questing the Economic Commission for Africa to

carry out certain preliminary work relating to future

cartographic activities in Africa,

(b) The secretariat of the Economic Commission

for Africa has already set up a cartographic unit

to deal with regional co-operation in cartography,

(c) It has been recommended that a second

cartographic conference for Africa be held in 1966,

Recommends that the Economic Commission

for Africa defer the consideration of the above-men

tioned resolution until the second regional carto
graphic conference for Africa has studied it again in
the light of progress made in carrying out the re

commendations of the present Conference.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

5. Implementation of requests for

technical assistance

The Conference,

Taking into account the fact that the majority
of African countries are in process of development,

Aware of the fact that in view of their present
state the national cartographic services of the region
would be enabled to make more rapid progress with
the technical assistance of the United Nations,

Requests the United Nations organs dealing with
technical assistance (including the Special Fund):

1. To ensure that the requests for technical
assistance addressed to the United Nations be

carried out as early as possible;

2. To accord priority to requests for the estab

lishment, development or modernization of

the national cartographic services;

3. To accord financial assistance to the countries

of the region so as to enable them to parti

cipate in regional meetings on cartography.

6. Dissemination of information on technical

assistance requirements

The Conference,

Noting:

(a) That the technical assistance provided

through international channels and by bilateral agree

ments has played an important role in the streng

thening of certain national cartographic services and

in the carrying out of certain cartographic projects;

(b) That the necessary means to increase the

technical capacity of national cartographic services

of the developing countries cannot be met by their

national resources alone;

(c) That the technical assistance required by the

cartographic services of the African countries are not

yet known in full to all the organizations and gov

ernments providing such assistance,

Considering that adequate information on these

requirements would increase the usefulness and

efficiency of technical assistance in the various

branches of cartography,

Recommends that the Executive Secretary of the

Economic Commission for Africa should collect from
the national cartographic services information on

their technical assistance requirements and make it
available on request to the organizations and govern

ments having technical assistance programmes for

Africa.

ORGANIZATION OF CARTOGRAPHIC

SERVICES

7. National Cartographic Services

The Conference,

Convinced that no country which aspires to

rational economic development can long neglect the

complete inventory of its resources,

Aware of the fact that cartographic data are

factors of primary importance in making such an

inventory,

Recommends that governments of countries of
the region which do not yet possess a national carto
graphic service set up such a service, and establish,
parallel with that service, a national mapping com
mittee which shall be responsible for the co-ordina
tion of cartographic programmes.

_ 8 —



8. Centralization of Cartographic Institutions

The Conference,

Having noted that the setting up of two or more

isolated cartographic service institutions in one coun

try might:

(a) Involve a tremendous waste of capital and

effort in the form of duplication of work, personnel,

equipment, etc.;

(b) Render the establishment of standardized

procedures impossible,

Recommends that member States take the neces

sary steps to centralize their cartographic service

institutions as much as is practicable.

9. Hydrographic Services

The Conference,

Convinced of the great importance of timely

hydrographic data for the safe navigation of ships

and for furthering the economic development of the

marine resources,

Considering that most of the African countries

have not yet established national hydrographic

services,

Invites the Governments of the African maritime

countries to consider the establishment of national

hydrographic services and joining the International

Hydrographic Bureau.

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

10. Regional Training Centres

The Conference,

Having noted that:

(a) Technical training in certain cartographic

fields is urgently required in many African countries;

(b) The Economic Commission for Africa has

included in its high-priority projects1 the task of

undertaking preparations for the setting up of a re

gional centre for the interpretation of aerial surveys

and another for training in photogrammetry and air

borne geophysical prospecting,

Recommends that:

1. In the first stage of the preparatory work,

the views and proposals of the national carto

graphic services should be obtained;

2. The Economic Commission for Africa call

a small group of experts to study these pro

posals and to make practical recommenda

tions regarding the project before the end of

1964.

1 Document E/CN.I4/229, part IV, project 23-01.

11. Survey of Training Facilities

The Conference,

Having agreed that the provision of new, and

the expansion of existing, training facilities for both

technicians and professional officers in the fields of

cartography and surveying in Africa are matters of

fundamental importance and high priority,

Recommends that the Economic Commission for

Africa should collect from member Governments full

information on the existing facilities for such train

ing at present available in Africa, including details of

the:

(a) Situation of training establishments;

(b) Language(s) of instruction;

(c) Courses available;

(d) Fees;

(e) Possibility of enrolment of students from

other African countries;

(f) Number of students at present enrolled;

(g) Qualifications of teaching staff;

and make this information available to all member

governments.

REGIONAL PROJECT

12. Joint Centres for Specialized Services

The Conference,

Having reviewed the reports on cartographic act

ivities in Africa,

Noting that:

(a) Important work has been accomplished and

valuable experience gained;

(b) Further urgent cartographic work is needed

to meet the requirements of the United Nations

Development Decade and to fulfil the aspirations of

the African countries for rapid economic develon-

ment and social progress;

(c) Certain phases of this work require com

plicated and expensive equipment and up-to-date

technical knowledge which are not available in many

African countries,

Recommends that the Executive Secretary of the

Economic Commission for Africa consult the Gov

ernments of the African countries on the question

of establishing joint centres for specialized services

on a regional or sub-regional basis and report the

results of these consultations at an early session of

the Economic Commission for Africa.
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EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

13. Exchange of Cartographic Documents and

Publications

The Conference,

Convinced of the usefulness of disseminating

cartographic documents and publications and ex

changing information on the subject,

Recommends that African Governments take
the mecessary steps to promote the exchange of

cartographic documents and publications.

14. Exchange of Typical Sheets

The Conference,

Noting that the exchange between countries of

typical maps of current and future series would serve

a beneficial purpose,

Recommends that all countries in Africa send to

all other countries one typical sheet of series existing

at present and, in the future, one typical sheet of

any new series.

15. Distribution of Selected Bibliography

The Conference,

Noting that a need exists for the distribution of

information regarding publications on surveying and

mapping,

Recommends that the Economic Commission for

Africa should from time to time prepare a biblio

graphy of recent important publications on surveying

and mapping and distribute it to the member coun

tries.

GEODESY

16. Connexion of Geodetic Networks

The Conference,

Noting that several connexions of geodetic net

works and precise levelling have not been achieved,

Considering the great advantage of making an

overall adjustment of the African nets which are

based on independent reference data,

Recalling the great international scientific value

of these junctions,

Recommends that the countries of the region

should take the necessary steps to effect the said con

nexions.

17. Common Geodetic Datum

The Conference,

Recognizing:

(a) The need for a common geodetic datum

throughout Africa;

(b) The differing stages of development of

geodetic control in the African countries;

(c) That the adjusted arc of the 30th meridian

exists and extends from the extreme north to the

extreme south of the African continent,

Noting that the modified Clarke 1880 figure of

the earth is already the most widely used in Africa,

Recommends that:

1. All countries should agree to work towards

the establishment of a common geodetic

datum;

2. The datum should be the already existing and
adjusted arc of the 30th meridian;

3. The link from the arc into West Africa

should be completed at an early date;

4. Countries in Africa should consider the ad

vantages of adopting the modified Clarke 1880

figure for geodetic surveys.

PRODUCTION OF SPECIAL MAP

18. Co-operation between specialists in and

producers of topical maps

The Conference,

Stressing the scientific and technical difficulties

which characterize the preparation and publication

of most topical maps,

Noting that in the absence of technicians com

petent in the preparation and production of maps, it

is impossible to produce topical maps of scientific

worth and practical use.

Recommends that local, international or regional

mapping committees should be attended simulta

neously by specialists responsible for the prepara

tion and production of topical data and by carto

graphers responsible for the graphic transposition, of

those data.

19. Aeronautical Charts

The Conference,

Taking into account the fact that almost all

African countries are members of the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),

Aware of the fact that:

(a) Many of the specified types of aeronautical,

charts for the African continent have not yet been

published;
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(b) Some of the existing aeronautical charts need

revision,

Recommends that the respective survey depart

ments and departments of civil aviation of the govern

ments of the countries of this continent take the

necessary steps to complete and revise their aero

nautical charts.

Group of Experts in order to facilitate the

use of these names by other countries;

The African countries indicate their intention

to participate in the proposed international

conference on standardization of geographic

al names now under consideration by the

Economic and Social Council.

GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

20. Standardization of geographical names

The Conference,

Considering the relevance of the name specifica

tions for the International Map of the World on the

scale 1:1,000,000 (IMW) adopted at Bonn in 1962,

Recognizing the need for parellel programmes

for cartography and toponymy,

Noting that the Economic and Social Council

is considering the calling of an international con

ference on geographical name standardization as

recommended in the Report of the Group of Experts

on Geographical Names which it convened in 1960,

Recommends that:

1. The cartographic services in African countries

take account of the name specifications for

the IMW and apply them, where appropriate,

to maps on other scales;

2. African Governments, in standardizing the

written forms of their own geographical

names, provide such information and take

the steps recommended in the report of the

VOTES OF THANKS

21. Vote of thanks to the Kenya Government

The Conference,

Expresses its heartfelt thanks to the Government

of Kenya for the excellent arrangements it has been

so good as to provide for the organization of the

first United Nations Regional Cartographic Confer

ence for Africa and for the hospitality afforded to

the participants.

22. Vote of thanks to the

Economic Commission for Africa

The Conference,

Aware of the amount of work involved in pre

paring and organizing the Conference and in pro

viding the necessary secretariat,

Thanks the Economic Commission for Africa

for having put at the disposal of the Conference the

facilities and staff which have enabled it to carry

out its work under the most favourable conditions.
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ANNEX I

REPORT OF COMMITTEE I ON GEODESY AND HYDROGRAPHY

1. GEODETIC SURVEYING

Under the sub-item 13 (a) on geodetic surveying, the
Committee considered five papers: "Memorandum on the
precise levelling carried out by France in Africa"
(E/CN.14/CART/19), submitted by France; "Over-all ad
justment of Madagascar's first order geodetic network"
(E/CN.14/CART/ 34), submitted by Madagascar; "The
current problem of general levelling in the Congo (Leopold-
ville)" (E/CN.14/CART/48), submitted by the Congo
(Leopoidville); "Practical approaches to the establishment of
geodetic control" (E/CN.14/CART/65), contributed by the
United States of America; "U.S. Engiencrs' geodetic surveys
in Central Africa" (E/CN.14/CART/85), contributed by the

United States of America.
During the discussion the Committee noted the import

ance of geodetic control as the basis for accurate large and
medium scale mapping and decided to recommend that any
national cartographic establishment to be set up in Africa
should include a geodetic division.

The Committee also noted that the great triangulation
chain along the 30th meridian east of Greenwich extending
from the extreme south to the extreme north of Africa,
had been completed and adjusted, and noted further that
several other links of geodetic chains had not yet been
connected. Realizing the importance of a well connected
chain of geodetic control all over Africa, the Committee
decided to recommend that practical steps be taken to
achieve the connexions of (he geodetic network all over
the Continent and that there should be long range planning
for geodetic control in Africa. The Committee saw the need
for a common geodetic datum all over Africa and decided
to recommend further that all countries should agree to

work for the establishment of a common geodetic datum
based on the arc of the 30th meridian. At the request of

several delegations, the Committee also decided to recom
mend that the necessary connexions should be effected
within a reasonable time between the various first-order

orecise levelling networks established by the States.

Computations

The Committee then decided to reaffirm the recom
mendation of the Bukavu Conference of the Commission
for Technical Co-operation in Africa (CCTA) that the

modified Clarke's ellipsoid of 1880 should be adopted for
geodetic computations.

With respect to the use of the electronic distance

measuring instruments, such as the tellurometer for geodetic
surveying, the Committee heard reports on the use of these

instruments both for traversing and for trilateration and

agreed that the instrument is capable of being used for work
of first order accuracy.

Satellite geodesy

The Committee heard reports from observers from

both the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United
States of America on the use of satellites for geodetic
observation and noted that it will open a new era in
geodetic determinations.

Electronic processing of geodetic data

The Committee considered the use of deotronic com

puters in processing geodetic data and while agreeing on

the obvious advantages decided that it would be uneconomic
al for a country to own electronic computers mainly for
processing geodetic data and that it might be more appro

priate for a few countries to pool their resources and
obtain jointly an electronic computer for common use.

It further decided to recommend tint if a central carto
graphic organization is established in Africa it should be

equipped with an electronic computer.

The observer from Switzerland drew the attention of
the Conference to the analogue trilateration computer which

was simple to use and which might be useful if no deotronic
computer is available.

A system of airborne deotronic trU&teration holds

much promise for extending accurate geodetic control

throughout Africa, and is particularly suitable for the ex

tensive inaccessible areas.

Gravity and magnetic measurements

The Committee took note of the work of die Inter
national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics in establishing

gravity observation posts over Africa and decided to re
commend that additional points should be established in

Africa for geodetic and geophysical investigations.

2. HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING

The Committee considered two papers: "Memorandum

on hydrographic surveys, sea charts and nautical informa
tion relating to French speaking countries in Africa"

(E/CN.14/CART/20), submitted by France; "Hydrography

and its importance to maritime safety and economic de
velopment" (E/CN.14/CART/60), contributed by the

United States of America, and noted information contained

in the "Catalogue of nautical charts and publications -

Region 5 and Region 6" (E/CN.14/CART/86J, contributed
by the United States of America. It was agreed that all
maritime States should keep hydrographic information up-

to-date.

ANNEX

REPORT OF COMMITTEE II ON PHOTOGRAMMETRY

Aerial photography

The Committee considered the following papers: "The

application of photogrammetry to land consolidation in

Kenya" (E/CN.14/CART/5), submitted by Kenya; "Note

on the method used by the Institut gegraphique national in

compiling the map of the Saharam regions on the scale

1:200,000" (E/CN.14/CART/18), submitted by France;
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"Place of aerial surveying in the fulfilment of the carto
graphic programmes of the Survey of Egypt" (E/CN.14/
CART/75), submitted by the United Arab Republic; "Aerial

survey in Nigeria: an application of new techniques"
(E/CN.I4/CART/98), submitted by Nigeria.

The need for accurate meteorological information was

stressed in the discussions. The Committee was given to
understand that such information from weather satellites

would soon become available.

A remark was made to the effect that small aircraft
were best suited photographic work at the large scales

because it could be based near the area. On the other hand,

for the coverage of large areas on small scales, the use
of large, fast aircraft was necessary in view of the great

distances to be oovered. No comments were made on the

suitability of different types of aircraft.

Super-wide angle lenses had proved valuable for topo

graphical mapping at small scales. Infra-red film had been

successfully used in Africa for topographical mapping as
well as for topical mapping.

Experience in Africa indicated that the use of poly-ester

film base for precise protogrammetric work sometimes gave
rise to difficulties.

No views were expressed on the use of filters.

It was noted that electronic navigational devices had
been successfully used in Africa but difficulties were re
ported to have arisen on account of excessive dust in the
air.

Ancillary apparatus

The Committee considered five papers: "Note on the

method used by the lnstitut giographique national in com
piling the map of the Saharan regions on the scale
1:200,000" (E/CN.I4/CART/18), submitted by France;
"Note by the lnstitut giographique national on the use of
APR (Air Profile Recorder) flights above the equatorial
forest" (E/CN.14/CART/26), submitted by France; "Place
of aerial surveying in the fulfilment of the cartographic
programmes of the Survey of Egypt" (E/CN.14/CART/75),
submitted by the United Arab Republic; "Rapid mapping
of vast and incompletely explored territories on scales
1:100,000 - 1:300,000 (E/CN.14/CART/95), contributed

by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; "Aerial survey
in Nigeria: an application of new techniques" (E/CN 14/
CART/98), submitted by Nigeria.

The Committee noted that the use of the aerial profile
recorder gave good results in Africa. The precision attain
able depended on the circumstances of its use, particularly
as regards the general topography, also the vegetation cover
age of the area.

Horizon cameras had been successfully used in a photo
graphic mission in Africa.

Early applications in Africa of the solar periscope

had previously been published. No recent applications in
Africa were reported.

Satisfactory application of gyroscopically stabilized
camera mounts was reported. It was emphasized that the

equipment should be carefully maintained and operated
only by experienced staff.

Reports from observers indicated that highly precise
inertia systems for the determination of tip and tilt and
for its recording on aerial Elm were being developed.

Aerial triangulation

The Committee considered five papers: "The appli
cation of photogrammetry to land consolidation in Kenya"
(E/CN14/CART/5), submitted by Kenya; "Note on the
method used by the lnstitut giographique national in com-
P I^Jh?, "^ <* the Saharan regjons on ^ scale
1:200,000" (E/CN.14/CART/18), submitted by France
Place of aerial surveying in the fulfilment of the carto

graphic programmes of the Survey of Egypt" (E/CN.14/

CART/ 75), submitted by the United Arab Republic; "Ad

justment of aerial triangulation" (E/CN.14/CART/83), con

tributed by the International Hydrographic Bureau; "Aerial
survey in Nigeria: an application of new techniques"

CE/CN.I4/CART/98), submitted by Nigeria.

Aerial triangulation, possibly making use of ancillary

apparatus, was still considered the only method for supply
ing control where ground operations were difficult or

expensive.

Analytical aerial triangulation was faster and possibly
more accurate. Careful handling and experience were needed

in connexion with the use of modern comparators.

Observers reported on the recent development of

monocular comparators and indicated advantages of easier

operation and lower cost, but no quantitative information

was given.

The use of modern electronic computers was preferable
for the efficient employment of all aerial triangulation

but necessary for analytical aerial triangulation. Such com

puters were however expensive and their programming

elaborate. Furthermore they were in continuous develop

ment.

Ground control

Trilateration and traversing using electronic distance

measuring equipment were extensively and successfully used
in Africa in connexion with the provision of ground control.

The possibility of using passive and flashing satellites
was brought to the attention of the Committee. Develop

ment work was reported to be in progress and practical

tests were expected in the near future. The Committee

was given to understand that the programmes of these

satellites were to be announced in advance.

Reports from observers indicated promising develop
ments in airborne equipment for the control of aerial

photography. In this connexion reference should also be
made to the report of Committee I.

Application of photogrammetry to small scale

topographical mapping

The Committee considered seven papers: "Note on the
methods used by France in producing the map of the
countries of Black Africa in process of development"
(E/CN.I4/CART/S), submitted by France; "Aerial photo
graphs and interim cartography on a 1:1,000,000 scale"
(E/CN.14/CART/I6 and Add. 1), submitted by France;
"Note an the method used by the lnstitut giographique
national in compling the map of the Saharan regions on
the scale 1:200,000" (E/CN.14/CART/18), submitted by
Fiance; "The orthoscope: an instrument for differential
rectification" (E/CN.14/CART/70), contributed by the

Federal Republic of Germany; "Place of aerial surveying
in the fulfilment of the cartographic programmes of the
Survey of Egypt" (E/CN.14/CART/75), submitted by the
United Arab Republic; "Rapid mapping of vast and in
completely explored territories on scales 1:100.000 -
1:300,000" (E/CN.14/CART/95), contributed by the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics; "Aerial survey in Nigeria;
an application of new techniques" (E/CN.14/CART/98),
submitted by Nigeria.

Aerial photogrammetry was exclusively used. The super-
wide angle lenses were of great assistance when carrying
out photographic missions under cloud. Infra-red photo
graphy gave good results in the presence of mist or haze.

Aerial triangulation and the use of ancillary apparatus
was advisable to reduce cost and time of field operations.

The merits of the use of the standard plotting machines
and the simpler methods for drawing the planimetry and
sketching of contours were discussed. Most plotting machines
could be used for smaller scale mapping when they were
not needed for plotting on large scales. The less expensive
devices were suitable for small scale work in Africa.
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Application of photogrammetry to large scale mapping

The Committee considered seven papers: "The applica

tion of photogrammetry to land consolidation in Kenya"

(E/CN.14/CART/5), submitted by Kenya; "Assistance
given by the French cadastral survey department to African

states" (E/CN.14/CART/15), submitted by France; "Carto

graphy on the scale 1:20,000 by altimetric checking of
mosaics of a flat and partly wooden region" (E/CN.14/

CART/51), submitted by Madagascar; "Memorandum on

the contribution of amateur photography in the preparation
of topographic documents" (E/CN.14/CART/58), submitted

by Senegal; "The contribution of aerial photography to
the development projects in UAR" (E/CN.14/CART/74),

submitted by the United Arab Republic; "Place of aerial

surveying in the fulmilment of the cartographic programmes
of the Survey of Egypt" (E/CN.14/CART/75), submitted
by the United Arab Republic; "U.S. Engineers' geodetic

surveys in Central Africa" (E/CN.14/CART/85), con

tributed by the United States of America.

Successful applications of aerial photography and

photogrammetry for development projects and town plan

ning were reported by many delegates.

Premarking of the ground control was advisable. The

type of marking should suit the terrain and the type of

vegetation.

Cadastral surveys were speeded up by the employment

of photogrammetry which should be used whenever con

ditions permit. The premarking of the plot boundaries was

necessary. In one case, the difficulty arising from vegeta

tion cover was overcome by clearing the boundary lines.
It was noted that infra-red photography improved the inter

pretation.

The use of aerial photography for the preparation of

cadastral plans had the further advantage of enabling con

tour lines to be economically drawn on the cadastral sheets,

thus increasing their value to the planning of economic

development.

General conclusions

It was generally agreed that the use of aerial photo

graphy was essential for the execution of topographical
mapping of large areas, a great help in large scale mapping
for development projects and advantageous in cadastral

surveying.

Good professional and technical training, the expert

selection of the techniques and the furthering of interna
tional exchange of technical information would lead to
greater efficiency of aerial surveying in the national carto
graphic units and increase the usefulness of such surveying.

It was essential to apply the most ufKo-date techniques

in order to ensure that the extensive mapping programmes

needed for economic development in Africa would be

carried out in good time. It was suggested thait this might
best be achieved through regional or sub-regional technical
co-operation of the African countries, with help provided
by multi-lateral agreements and international organizations.

ANNEX III

REPORT OF COMMITTEE III ON SPECIAL MAPPING

Topical and special mapping

The Committee considered with interest nine papers

dealing with topical maps and related subjects, namely:

"Note on French topical cartography in Africa" (E/CN.14/

CART/10), submitted by France; "French participation in

the botanic cartography of French speaking West Africa"

(E/CN.14/CART/12 and Add. 1), submitted by France;

"Vegetatian map. A problem of scientific research" (E/CN.

14/CART/13), submitted by France; "Study and summary

of the cartographic activities of ORSTOM in Africa"

(E/CN.14/CART/24), submitted by France; "Geological

map of North-West Africa" (E/CN.14/CART/25). sub

mitted by France; "Presentation of the geophysical maps

compiled by ORSTOM" (E/CN.14/CART/29), submitted
by France; "The history of geological mapping in Kenya"

(E/CN.14/CART/37), submitted by Kenya; "Progress

achieved in the mapping of African soils as a result of the

investigations carried out by ORSTOM research workers"

(E/CN.14/CART/45), submitted by France; "Map making

in the Geological Survey, Sierra Leone" (E/CN.14/CART/

55), submitted by Sierra Leone; "Map compilation under

taken by the Association of African Geological Surveys"

(E/CN.14/CART/82) contributed by the AAGS; "UNESCO

activities in connexion with topical mapping" (E/CN.14/

CART/94), contributed by UNESCO. The Committee also

noted the relevant parts of five other papers: "Michelin

road maps of Africa" (E/CN.14/CART/H), submitted by

France; "The contribution of ORSTOM medical and vete

rinary entomologists (1949-1962) to the African and

Malagasy topical map" (E/CN.14/CART/23), submitted by

France; "Report on cartographic activity in Uganda"

(E/CN.14/CART/41), submitted by Uganda; "Cartography

on the scale 1:20,000 by altimetric checking of mosaics

of a flat and partly wooded region" (E/CN.14/CART/51),
submitted by Madagascar; "The contribution of aerial
photography to the development projects in UAR" (E/CN.

I4/CART/74), submitted by the United Arab Republic.

The Committee discussed the utilization of topical maps

in the various scientific fields. In this connexion, the

Committee noted with interest the soil maps prepared by

ORSTOM for various parts of Africa and similar maps

prepared by the United Arab Republic for the Nile Basin

north of Aswan. The Committee also noted the importance

of topical maps for public health, such as maps which

delineate the areas of endemic diseases and other maps

which help health workers in the planning of environmental

health projects and in the study of tropical parasitic

diseases and the ways and means of eradicating such and

other diseases. The Committee also noted the invaluable

assistance of topical maps in the planning of educational
and other projects.

The Committee discussed a question raised by Kenya

and recommended that national committees be set up to

decide on priorities of production between topographical

and topical maps on the one hand and between the various

types of topical maps on the other.

The question of adopting standard specifications and

legends, which was raised by Uganda and France and sup
ported by the majority of members, was fully discussed. The

Committee noted that such standard specification and legends
for all Africa are at present applied in the base and soil

maps prepared by eminent specialists under the auspices

of the Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa

(CCTA). Commenting on the subject of standardization,

the observer from WMO explained the difficulties encoun

tered by his Organization in preparing meteorological charts

for Africa and appealed to African cartographic services
to plan and produce standard base maps on one or more

common projections and common scales.

The observer from UNESCO also explained the diffi

culties encountered by his. Organization in finding the

suitable baie maps. He supported the suggestion to pro

duce standard base maps and asked that specialists and

cartographers collaborate with each other. The Committee

was of the opinion that such collaboration could be

channelled through the proposed national committees.
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The observer from WHO stressed the practical value

of transparent overlay maps for the understanding of certain

facts and for the establishment of relationships between

them (as they appear, for example, by overlaying topo

graphic and demographic maps to gain a better understand

ing of the incidence and distribution of health problems).

Atlases

Under this sub-item, the Committee considered six

papers: "Territorial atlases. The production problem facing

Survey Departments with limited resources" (E/CN.14/

CART/32, submitted by Kenya; "International maps

published by CCTA/CSA" (E/CN.I4/CART/33), con

tributed by CCTA; "Tanganyika technical services and

mapping programme" (E/CN.14/CART/40), submitted by

Tanganyika; "Report on cartographic activity in Uganda"

(E/CN.14/CART/41 and Add. 1), submitted by Uganda;

"Report on cartographic activities in the Sudan" (E/CN.14/

CART/43), submitted by the Sudan; "Progress report on

the compilation of the atlas of Morocco" (E/CN.14/
CART/92), submitted by Morocco.

The Committee was of the opinion that some confusion

might arise in differentiating between the various categories
of atlases and hence would like to recommend the following
classifications:

(a) National atlas: showing aspects of one country;

(b) Sub-regional atlas: showing a group of inter-re

lated countries, e.g. Atlas of West Africa;

(c) Regional atlas: showing the whole continent, e.g.

the climatological atlas by CCTA/CSA;

(d) World atlas: for the whole world, e.g., the one

being prepared by the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics.

The Committee noted that Cameroon, Kenya, Morocco,

Sierra Leone, Tanganyika and Uganda have published, or

are in process of publishing, their national atlases and that

West Africa, the Sudan and the Federation of Rhodesia

and Nyasaland will publish their atlases in the near future.

The Committee also noted with interest that the Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics is publishing a small-scale

world atlas and that UNESCO contemplates the preparation,

as a long-term project, of an atlas of the physical condi

tions of the world at the scale of 1:10 million.

The Committee, believing in th'* role played by topical

atlases in the economic and social development of any

country, would like to urge all African countries which

have not yet prepared their national atlases to do so and

recommend that those atlases should be based on specifica

tions and legends published from time to time by inter

national organizations. Where no such specifications exist,

the Committee recommended that atlases of any one

country should be based as far as possible on specifications

adopted by neighbouring countries. The Committee believed

that if this aim were achieved it would lead to the prepara

tion of more homogeneous regional atlases.

ANNEX IV

REPORT OF COMMITTEE IV ON THE PREPARATION AND REPRODUCTION OF MAPS

The terms of reference of the Committee were to
study all matters arising out of item 15 of the agenda,

i.e. matters concerning the preparation and reproduction

of maps, and to prepare draft resolutions for adoption by
the Conference. In this connexion the Committee considered

four papers dealing with the written form of geographical
names: "Geographical names an emergent multi-lingual

countries" (E/CN.14/CART/6), submitted by Kenya; "Note

on the system of transcribing African toponyms for French-
speaking African States south of the Sahara" (E/CN.14/

CART/9), submitted by France; "Toponomy in Madagascar"

(E/CN.14/CART/35), submitted by Madagascar; "Report

on cartographic activity in Ethiopia (E/CN.14/CART/44),
submitted by Ethiopia; and five papers on other questions

of map reproduction: "Memorandum on the printing of
maps on "Retrovyl" in France" (E/CN.14/CART/21), sub
mitted by France; "A method of producing new plates for
Hohlux photo lettering machine" (E/CN.14/CART/39),

submitted by Kenya; "Recent scribing developments in
map making" (E/CN.14/CART/63), contributed by the
United States of America; "Development of map reproduc

tion in the Survey of Egypt" (E/CN.14/CART/73), sub
mitted by the United Arab Republic; "Map reproduction"
(E/CN.14/CART/81 and Add. 1), submitted by Liberia.

The following main subjects were discussed:

(a) Influence of special climatic conditions in Africa
on the printing of maps;

(b) Reproduction materials to be used;

(c) Written form of geographical names;

(d) Photocomposition of names.

These discussions are reviewed hereunder.

Influence of climate

To begin with, the Committee tackled the question of
climatic influence on the printing of maps. Emphasis was
laid on the difficulties encountered in registering the various

colours for printing in the climatic conditions prevailing
throughout most of the African countries, fior instance at

Dar-es-Salaam and Lagos, where the heat and humidity

cause extremely awkward demensional variations in the

paper used for printing maps. Experience of other countries

has shown that the air-conditioning alone of the premises
does not solve this difficulty. It would appear essential,
therefore, that in order to achieve satisfactory results, the
air-conditioning in the workshop should be improved by the
addition of apparatus capable of maintaining the hygro-

metry of the air at a suitable degree.

Base materials

As a base in printing, the employment of a stable
plastic material not liable to distortion was suggested. The
delegate from France drew the attention of the Committee
to certain plastic materials such as "Retrovyl", a material

with a base of synthetic chlorofibres, referred to in docu
ment E/CN.14/CART/21 and Add. 1. This base material
has already been tested in France for the printing of
certain maps (aeronautical charts particularly). Since this
material is rot-proof, of good dimensional stability, acid-
proof, moisture-proof and flexible, it should be adaptable to
the printing of maps in tropical climates. As certain de
legates expressed doubts and reservations in as much as
this material has not yet been tested in the extremely varied
climatic conditions of Africa, the French delegate offered
to ask the manufacturer to send samples to tuose countries
which might care to experiment with the material.

Other similar types of base material were mentioned.
particularly "Syntosil". Mention was also made of studies
in the Federal Republic of Germany to produce a support
material that would resist humidity.

Geographical names

The question of the transcription of geographical names
was raised by a large number of representatives, nearly all
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of whom referred to the report of the Group of Experts on
Geographical Names* and the decisions taken by the United
Nations Technical Conference on the International Map

of the World on the Millionth Scale (IMW) held in Bonn

in 1962.

The subject is extremely complicated, particularly for
the many African countries which have not yet achieved

a unified national language. Representatives were all agreed,
therefore, that each country should be responsible for the
written form of the names in its own territory.

The ■representative of Kenya proposed to submit a

draft resolution2 to be based on the principles laid down

by the Group of Experts. Those principles have already
been adopted in the new specifications for the International

Map of the World on the Millionth Scale. Under this

resolution each country will maintain its responsibility for

the written form of its own geographical names and will be

encouraged to participate in a special conference to be
convened shortly by the United Nations to deal with the

questions of standardization.

The scientific and practical importance of a judicious

1 World Cartography, Vol. VII, pp. 7 -18.
2 The draft resolution was adopted by the Conference

as resolution 20.

standardization of the written form of geographic names

is obvious to everyone. It is above all a question of re
ciprocal goodwill. It must be studied by committees of ex
perts that will include linguists, geographers and cartogra

phers. It-is essential that the geographical names and their
indication on a map should be understandable in every

language.

Finally, special stress was laid on the fact that in no

case should the publication of a map be delayed while
awaiting a solution to the question of the written form
of geographical names.

Photocomposition

Lastly, the Committee examined the possibility of using

photographic composition machines for the composition of

geographical names, in preference to handwriting or typo

graphical composition. It was pointed out that there are at
present various kinds of photographic composition machines

ranging from the simplest apparatus to the most com
plicated; the latter machines used the most recent electronic

tchniques. It is not necessary, of course, to possess the

most advanced machine for the composition of geographical

names. Every State will be able to find in the list of

existing equipment the apparatus most suited to its needs.
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Series E/CN.14/CART...

E/CN.14/CART/1. Provisional agenda, prepared by the

secretariat [4 (a)]b
E/CN.14/CART/2/Rev. 1. General arrangements of im

mediate interest to the participants: preliminary in
formation, prepared by the secretariat

E/CN.14/CART/3 and Con. 1. Provisional rules of pro
cedure prepared by the secretariat [1]

E/CN.14/CART/4. Report on cartographic activity in
Kenyan 1950-1963, submitted by Kenya [6]

E/CN.14/CART/5. The application of photogrammetry to

land consolidation in Kenya, submitted by Kenya

[13 (c)l
E/CN.I4/CART/6. Geographical names in emergent multi

lingual countries, submitted by Kenya [15]

E/CN.14/CART/7. Standard frequency transmissions in
Kenya, submitted by Kenya [6]

E/CN.14/CART/8. Note on the methods used by France
in producing the map of the countries of Black Africa

in process of development, submitted by France [13 (b)]

E/CN.14/CART/9. Note on the system of transcribing
African toponyms for French-speaking African states

south of the Sahara, submitted by France [15]

E/CN.14/CART/10. Note on French topical cartography
in Africa, submited by France [6 and 14 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/11 and Add. 1 - 3. Statistical record of

the cartographic work carried out by the Institut gio-

graphique national francais in the French speaking

States of "Black" Africa and Madagascar, submitted

by France [6]

E/CN.14/CART/12 and Add. 1. French participation in

the botanic cartography of French speaking West

Africa, with an Annex: Work on Africa done by the

Institut de la carte Internationale du tapis vigital sub

mitted by France [6 and 14 (a)]

a All the documents distributed at the Conference bear

two symbols: E/CN.14/CART/... and E/CONF.43/..., of

which the latter parts (represented by dots are identical.

In the present list only the first of these symbols is re

produced.

bThe numbers in square brackets indicate the item

numbers on the agenda, as adopted.

E/CN.14/CART/13. Vegetation map. A problem of

scientific research, submitted by France [14 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/14. Michelin road maps of Africa sub

mitted by France [6 and 14 (c)]

E/CN.14/CART/15. Assistance given by the French

cadastral survey department to African states, submitted
by France [13 (c)]

E/CN.14/CART/16 and Add. 1. Aerial photographs and

interim cartography on a 1:1,000,000 scale, submitted

by France [13 (b)]

E/CN.14/CART/17. Memorandum on international co

operation in compiling maps covering adjacent areas
of several States, submitted by France [10]

E/CN.14/CART/18. Note on the method used by the

Institut gtographique national in compiling the map of

the Saharan regions on the scale 1:200,000, submitted
by France [13 («]

E/CN.14/CART/I9. Memorandum on the precise level

ling carried out by France in Africa, submitted by

France [6 and 13 (a)}

E/CN.14/CART/20. Memorandum on hydTographic sur

veys, sea charts and nautical information relating to

French speaking countries in Africa, submitted by

France [6 and 13 (d)]

E/CN.14/CART/21 and Add. 1. Memorandum on the

printing of maps on "Retrovyl" in France, submitted

by France [15]

E/CN.14/CART/22. Role of the cartographic service in

the Office de la recherche sclentifique et technique

outre-mer, submitted by France [7]

E/CN.14/CART/23. The contribution of ORSTOM me

dical and veterinary entomologists (1949-1962) to the

African and Malagasy topical map, submitted by

France [6 and 14 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/24. Study and summary of the carto

graphic activities of ORSTOM in Africa, submitted by

France [6 and 14 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/25. Geological map of North-West

Africa, submitted by France [6 and 14 fa)]
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E/CN.14/CART/26. Note by the Institut geographique
national on the use of APR (Air Profile Recorder)

flights above the equatorial forest, submitted by France
[13 (b)]

E/CN.14/CART/27. Memorandum on staff training, sub
mitted by France [8]

E/CN.14/CART/28. Organization of a geographical in
stitute in the Ivory Coast, submitted by the Ivory
Coast [7]

E/CN.14/CART/29. Presentation of the geophysical maps
compiled by ORSTOM, submitted by France [14 (d)]

E/CN.14/CART/30. International co-operation on carto
graphy, prepared by the secretariat [10]

E/CN.14/CART/31. The development of surveying and
photogrammetry as a university discipline in East
Africa, submitted by Kenya [8]

E/CN. 14/CART/32. Territorial atlases. The production
problem facing Survey Departments with limited re
sources, submitted by Kenya [14 (b)]

E/CN.14/CART/33. International maps published by
CCTA/CSA, contributed by CCTA [6]

E/CN.14/CART/34. Overfall adjustment of Madagascar's
first order geodetic network, submitted by Madagascar
[13 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/35. Toponymy in Madagascar, submitted
by Madagascar [15]

E/CN.14/CART/36 and Corr. 1. International co-opera
tion in cartography - the Inter-African CCTA Com
mittee on Surveys and Maps, contributed by CCTA
[10]

E/CN.14/CART/37. The history of geological mapping in
Kenya, submitted by Kenya [6 and 14 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/38. International co-operation on carto
graphy - regional projects, prepared by the secretariat
[8 and 11]

E/CN.14/CART/39. A method of producing new plates
for Hohlux photo lettering machine, submitted by
Kenya [15]

E/CN.14/CART/40. Tanganyika technical services and
mapping programme, submitted by Tanganyika [6]

E/CN.14/CART/4I and Add.l. Report on cartographic
activity in Uganda, submitted by Uganda [6]

E/CN.14/CART/42. Major cadastral surveys for agricul
tural development in the Sudan, submitted by the
Sudan [6]

E/CN.14/CART/43. Report on cartographic activities in
the Sudan, submitted by the Sudan [6]

E/CN.14/CART/44. Report on cartographic activity in
Ethiopia, submitted by Ethiopia [6]

E/CN 14/CART/45. Progress achieved in the mapping of
African soils as a result of the investigations carried
out by ORSTOM research workers, submitted by
France [6 and 14 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/46. Report on cartographic work in
Tunisia, submitted by Tunisia [6]

E/CN.14/CART/47 and Corr. I. Report on cartographic
activity in Africa, submitted by the United Kingdom

E/CN.14/CART/48. The current problem of general level
ling in the Congo (Leopoldville), submitted by the
Congo (Leopoldville) [13 (a)]

E/CN.14/CARJ/49. Cartographic activities in the Congo
Leopoldville), submitted by the Congo (Leopoldville)

E/CN.14/CART/50. Information paper on the Interna
tional Map of the World, on the Millionth Scale,
United States of America for information [10]

E/CN.14/CART/51 Cartography on the scale 1:20 000
by altirnetnc checking of mosaics of a flat and partly
wooded region, submited by Madagascar [13 fWl

E/CN.14/CART/52 and Add.l. Notes concerning aero
nautical charts, contributed by ICAO [12]

E/CN.14/CART/53. Report on cartographic activities in
Sierra Leone, submitted by Sierra Leone [6]

E/CN.14/CART/54. Cartography in Morocco, submitted
by Morocco [6]

E/CN.14/CART/55. Map making in the Geological
Survey, Sierra Leone, submitted by Sierra Leone [6]

E/CN.14/CART/56 and Rev. 1 - 2, Add. I. List of parti
cipants

E/CN.14/CART/57. Memorandum on cartographic work
in Senegal, submitted by Senegal [6]

E/CN.14/CART/58. Memorandum on the contribution of
amateur photography in the preparation of topographic
documents, submitted by Senegal [13 (b)]

E/CN. 14/CART/59. Memorandum on the organization
of topographical services in West Africa, submitted bv
Senegal [7]

E/CN.14/CART/60. Hydrography and its importance to
maritime safety and economic development, contributed
by the United States of America [13 (d)]

E/CN.14/CART/61. Governmental responsibility for basic
surveys and maps, contributed by the United States
of America [7]

E/CN.I4/CART/62. Benefits accruing from the exchange
of cartographic source materials and technical informa
tion, contributed by the United States of America [13]

E/CN.14/CART/63. Recent scribing developments in map
making contnibuted by the United States of America [15]

E/CN.14/CART/64. Coastal geography and nautical chart-
mf' °ontnbuted by the United States of America
[13 {d)\

E/CN.14/CART/65 and Corr. 1. Practical approaches to
the establishment of geodetic control, contributed by the
United States of America [13 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/66. Measurement of distances over water
contributed by the United States of America for
information [13 (d)]

E/CN.14/CART/67. International co-operation in survey
ing and mapping dn the Americas, contributed by the
United States of America for information [10]

E/CN.14/CART/68. Practical considerations for rapid
mapping in developing countries, contributed by the
United States of America for information [13]

E/CN.I4/CART/69. The establishment of a national ins
titute for aerial photography, cartography and geodesy
contributed by the United States of America for in
formation {7]

E/CNJ4/CART/70. The orthoscope: an instrument for
differential rectification, contributed by the Federal
Republic of Germany [13 (b)]

E/CN. 14/CART/71. Annotated provisional agenda, pre
pared by the secretariat

E/CN.14/CART/72. Review of cartographic activities in
Egypt, submitted by the United Arab Republic [6]

E/CN.14/CART/73. Development of map reproduction
in the Survey of Egypt, submitted by the United Arab
Republic [15]

E/CN.14/CART/74. The contribution of aerial photo
graphy to the development projects in UAR, submitted
by the United Arab Republic [13 (b)]

E/CN 14/CART/75. Place of aerial surveying in the ful-
tilment of the cartographic programmes of the survey

fl3 f/)l|Pt' submitted by *** United Arab Republic

E'CN-14/CART/76. Rules of procedure (adopted on 1

E/CN.14/CART/77. Maps as a basic requisite for eco
nomic development, contributed by the United States
or America for information [7]

E/CN.14/CART/78. Bibliography of selected United
states publications on surveying and mapping, con-
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E/CN.14/CART/79. Aerial photo-interpretation for the
evaluation of vegetation and soil resources, contributed
by the United States of America for information

[14 (a)]
E/CN.I4/CART/80. Agenda (adopted on 1 . July 1963)

E/CN.14/CART/81 and Add. 1. Map reproduction, sub

mitted by Liberia [15]

E/CN.14/CART/82. Map compilation undertaken by the
Association of African Geological Surveys (AAGS),

contributed by the AAGS [6]

E/CN.14/CART/83. Adjustment of aerial triangulatjon,

contributed by the International Hydrographic Bureau

(IHB» [13 (o)]

E/CN.14/CART/84. Studying the land, contributed by

the United States of America for information [14]

E/CN.14/CART/85. U.S. Engineers' geodetic surveys in

Central Africa, contributed by the United States of

America [13 (a)]

E/CN.14/CART/86. Catalogue of nautical charts and

publications. Region 5 and Region 6, contributed by

the United States of America for information [13 (d)]

E/CN.14/CART/87. Cartographic activities in Ghana,

submitted by Ghana [6]

E/CN.14/CART/88 Education and training for staffing

surveying arid mapping operations, contributed by the
United States of America for information [8]

E/CN.14/CART/89. Modern techniques and instruments

for surveys and mapping, conrtibuted by the United

States of America for information [13]

E/CN.14/CART/90. Memorandum submitted by the Insti-

tut frangais de VAfrique Noire (French Institute for

Black Africa) - Dakar - in connexion with the Interna

tional Atlas of West Africa, submitted by France

[14 (&)]

E/CN.14/CART/91 and Rev. 1. Provisional list of docu

ments issued for the Conference

E/CN.14/CART/92. Progress report on the compilation of

the atlas of Morocco, submitted by Morocco [14 (fe)]

E/CN.14/CART/93 List of Officers elected by the Con

ference

E/CN.14/CART/94. UNESCO activities in connexion

with topical mapping, contributed by UNESCO [6]

E/CN.14/CART/95. Rapid mapping of vast and incom

pletely explored territories on scales 1:100,000 -

1:300,000, contributed by the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics [13 (b)]

E/CN.14/CART/96. Report c-n scribing, contributed by

the United States of America for information [15]

E/CN.14/CART/97. Colour-separation scribing, contri

buted by the United States of America for informa

tion [15]

E/CN.14/CART/98. Aerial survey in Nigeria: an applica

tion of new techniques, submitted by Nigeria [13 {b)]

E/CN.14/CART/99 and Oorr. 1. Draft report of the Con

ference

E/CN.14/CART/100. Report of Committee I

E/CN.14/CART/101. Report of Committee II

E/CN.14/CART/102 and Add. 1. Resolutions adopted by

the Conference

E/CN.14/CART/103. Report of Committee III

1/CN.14/CART/104. Report of Committee IV

E/CN.14/CART/105. Report of the Conference.

Series EICN.I4/CART/SR...

E/CN.14/CART/SR/1. Provisional summary record of the

first pl«tary session held on 1 July 1963 (morning)

E/CN.14/CART/SR/2. Provisional summary record of

the second plenary session held on 1 July 1963 (after

noon)

E/CN.14/CART/SR/3. Provisional summary record of
the third plenary session held on 2 July 1963 (morning)

E / CN.14 /CART /SR/ 4. Provisional summary record of

the fourth plenary session held on 2 July 1963 (after-
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E/CN.14/CART/SR/5. Provisional summary record of

the fifth plenary session held on 3 July 1963 (after
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E/CN.14/CART/SR/6. Provisional summary record of

the sixth plenary session held on 4 July 1963 (after
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E/CN.I4/CART/SR/7. Provisional summary record of
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E/CN.14/CART/SR/9. Provisional summary record of
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Series E/CN.14/CART/C...

E/CN.14/CART/C.1/1. Draft report of Committee I
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E/CN.I4/CART/L.4. Draft resolution on regional project
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international co-operation
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formation
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E/CN.14/CART/L.17. Draft resolution expressing thanks
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E/CN.14/CART/L.18. Draft resolution on hydrographic

i
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typical sheets

E/CN.14/CART/L.20.
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E/CN.14/CART/L.22.

maps

Draft resolution on exchange of
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Third United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference
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